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The essential usage of Pragmatics and Semantics, and its relevance to our bilingual/vernacular language. Whatever dialect or utterances, maybe still they are part of our sociological aspect. The Semantic translation helps us to recognize if the unusual or complex word is connotative or denotative meaning. We can identify the meaning of that particular word through semantic web, brainstorming, as a member of the Education Society; I learned that we need to be careful to the words that we utter. As catalyst of learning, we should perform our duties well in regards to our personal contact or relationship to our colleagues or students. We need to establish barriers or boundaries when we are communicating with them. Human behaviour is governed by internal or external motive. Let’s use our freedom of choice and reasoning to prevent or avoid improper decorum or legitimate actions which are against our free will.

Sociolinguistics is the scientific study of all languages. Its features and development are also included. Various theories evolved during the early of the civilization like Bow-wow and Pooh-Pooh. In commemorate with the legacy and heritage of the past because this is part of our historical views, we need to appreciate or inherit the value of it. Because of the different gadgets and other powerful tools that develop nowadays, children are exposed to violence and harassment. The abusive or rapport use of internet and online gaming can cause cutting classes and drop outs. The skeletal system of teaching is the word of mouth. We should avoid colloquial or bad words when we are in the field, most especially if our students are minor. Remember we can jive to the modernization in terms of fashion and music. Teachers are role models; we are the facilitator, implementor and evaluator of the curriculum. In the sense that, the NORMS of the society is very vital in the Socialization of Education. Our forefathers taught us to
be brave at all times, be hospitable and respectful. Always remember careful also with our etiquette and dress code. These are our canons for our dignity and profession.
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